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Vicar’s letter ~ Revd Jeffrey James 

The outbreak of war in Europe in 1914 casts a long shadow 

over this English summer 100 years on. For the first time in 

modern history, the deadly tentacles of war reached into 

communities the length and breadth of the land. Families, 

villages and town communities were touched as never before 

by the industrial scale and nature of the conflict. According to 

official records, there is only one parish in Cornwall - Herodsfoot - that did not 

lose some of its sons in the conflict. Elsewhere in England only 49 other 

parishes had the same reason to be thankful.  

Across the English Channel, the war had equally shattering effects on social 

life particularly in France and Germany. There and in other European 

countries, the war’s shadow hangs as poignantly as it does here.  

There are national events planned for the anniversary day, 4 August, when 

Britain declared war with Germany. In the parish, we plan to hold a 

commemorative service of Evening Prayer in the parish church at 6pm on 

Sunday 3 August. The hymns and readings will be chosen to reflect the 

significance of the occasion.  

It’s important that these centennial commemorations strike a different note 

than the yearly round of remembrance in November. The focus of 

Remembrance Sunday is properly on the sacrifice of those whose lives were 

lost or marked by the conflict, both civilians and combatants. The focus of the 

commemorative service will be primarily on acknowledging that the outbreak 

of war is a particularly terrible breakdown in the relations between peoples 

and nations.   

That’s not to say that war can never be justified, though some people 

honourably hold that position.  It is to recognise that war is at the extreme 

end of a continuum of human behaviour that begins with enmity and un-

forgiven differences in our relationships with one another. It is to recognise 

also that values that are sincerely held and shape our lives have often been 

perverted in the cause of war or territorial aggression.   

It can be painful to acknowledge that love of country or nation or a 

commitment to a particular faith or system of secular values has 

frequently been and still is the justification for violence. This 

painful truth about our human situation has to be engaged with 

if we are to emerge from our commemorations with a renewed 

desire to seek justice, reconciliation and peace. That will be the 

desire that shapes our worship on 3 August, I hope you’ll be 

able to come and join in.  
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Parish of St Mylor: Regular Services 

St Mylor with All Saints, Mylor Bridge 
www.stmylor.org.uk 

Sundays 

8am Holy Communion* St Mylor 

9am Holy Communion All Saints 

10.30am Parish Eucharist St Mylor 

5pm Evening Prayer* All Saints 

*these services use the 1662 Book of Common Prayer 
 

Wednesdays 

10am Holy Communion All Saints 
 

For feast day services and other occasions,  

see church notice boards 

Enquiries about baptisms, weddings or funerals should be made 

to Revd Jeff James on 01326 374408 or at 

priest@jayscottassociates.co.uk 

The Churchwarden, Judy Menage, can be contacted on  

01326 259909 or at judymenage@gmail.com 

Community News and Views 

RNLI Open Garden: Chris 

and Sue Spink threw open 

their garden at Lawithick, in 

aid of the RNLI, on Saturday 

12 July. As well as admiring 

the magnificent garden, 

visitors enjoyed a delicious 

cream tea and the afternoon 

raised the impressive sum of 

£640. Although not as hot as 

previous years, it did at least 

remain dry and the picture shows visitors enjoying their tea in 

beautiful surroundings. 

Chris and Sue were very grateful to all the family and friends who 

rallied round to help.                               Michael Jeans-Jakobsson 
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Chapel News: June saw a few changes to our predicted programme in the 

newly decorated Chapel. First we hosted the wedding of Jimmy and Sarah. 

The beautiful weather meant that everything could overspill into the yard and 

road, as Chapel weddings do.The bride, groom and attendants looked great, 

stopping traffic and chatting to friends and family before leaving for photos on 

the beach. Congratulations and good wishes from all of us. 

Our Fundraising Weekend suffered a few changes due to the amber weather 

warning. The Sponsored Walk was postponed until 5 July. The Sunday School 

Anniversary did go ahead, with the children leading the service. We had some 

budding organists here with Michael playing opening voluntaries and the first 

hymn. Laura then played for the collection and accompanied Kum By Yah on 

her recorder. All the children sang, Gabby and Cara performed a play, prayers 

and readings were on the theme of Moses. Ellie and Laura sang a duet and 

Michael played a solo on the piano. What a talented musical group we have. 

Well done, everyone! 

Our Walk and Cream Tea finally went ahead in brilliant sunshine on 5 July. 

About 20 willing walkers set off for Greatwood via the creek. Some took the 

quick route, others walked around to Halwyn and returned to the Chapel for a 

welcome cream tea. The weather was so good that we all sat outside in the 

Playgroup garden, chatting, enjoying the sun and refreshments. Some friends 

and visitors also popped in to swell the numbers. Many thanks to all who 

supported this event                                                                   

Vyv Curnow 

 

Church News: June saw a very special celebration for our church family – 

the 90th birthday of Eileen Humphrey, still as active now as ever.  A recent 

recipient of Bishop Tim’s St Piran’s cross, for long and outstanding work in a 

parish, we like to think our celebrations for her were worthy of her years of 

service.  Flowers and birthday cake at our 10.30 service, then a strawberries 

and cream and a sparkling wine party at the home of Libby Grubb, to mark 

Eileen’s long time secretary-ship of the Friends of St Mylor, when Parish Priest 

Jeff James presented gifts from the Friends, the PCC and members of the 

church, including a garden lounger and a bottle of her favourite perfume. 

August sees our Patronal Festival and Gift Day, a week earlier this year on 

Sunday 24 August, due to the Tall Ships Regatta in Falmouth on the final 

Sunday of the month. All are invited to our celebration of St Mylor’s legacy to 

us at our 10.30 Parish Eucharist, and to make a special contribution to the 

upkeep of our beautiful church, which we promise will be breathtakingly 

decorated for this service. There will be no all-age worship on the last Sunday 

of this month. 

Judy Menage 

Church and Chapel News 
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Community News and Views  ~ continued 

Parish Council meeting: 7 July in Mylor Parish Hall. No questions 

were asked during public participation time. The Chairman is still waiting 

for a reply to his repeated requests for a discussion with the officer for 

Affordable Homes at Cornwall Council (CC). It was decided that our Clerk 

will write to this officer again. 

Footpath cutting by the Parish council, on behalf of CC, has been 

completed. The side growth is the responsibility of individual land owners 

and it is hoped that they will continue to keep the paths clear. 

Destructive Japanese Knotweed has become a problem in part of the parish 

and our Clerk has reported it to CC. CC keep an interactive map of sites 

where knotweed has been found and also have an eradication programme. 

If you know of any outbreak of this rampant, aggressive weed, please let 

CC know. It is notoriously difficult to eradicate once established and must 

be dealt with and disposed of in a safe manner by a licensed operator.  

It was reported that the road surface at Church Lane has been renovated 

by contractors working on a property there. 

The Mylor Speed-Watch, organised by PSO Braddon, has revealed that 

twelve vehicles were being driven over the speed limit. 

Efforts continue to find an answer to the parking problems in Flushing. The 

council has formed a sub-committee to take forward the plans for 

additional parking at the top of the village. 

A complaint has been received about barbed wire on a stile in the parish. 

This will be reported to the Countryside Ranger, Katie Jose. 

Questionnaires for the updated Parish Plan have been delivered. Once 

returned, they will be collated by the Parish Plan committee. This will help 

to identify the most important issues of concern to parishioners. The 

committee can then relay the most desired outcomes for the future of the 

parish to the Parish Council. The meeting heard that there had been a 

positive response to questionnaires. 

There have been a number of untaxed cars abandoned in the Leats Car 

Park. The Clerk has reported these to CC who will arrange for the cars to 

be removed. Once the owners have been located they will be sent an 

invoice for the cost of removal. Unfortunately this is quite a lengthy 

proceedure, as CC have to wait for at least three weeks before they start 

the removal process. If you own one of these cars, please remove it before 

CC acts or it could prove expensive! 

The Parish Council has decided to hold a separate planning meeting on the 

last Monday of each month.                                                    Heather Hall 



 

Claire 
 

Freelance hair  

and beauty therapist  

Oxford trained  NVQ III 
 

Professional  

Hair Dressing  

in your own home 
 

Highly qualified & experienced 
 

Please call Claire on 

01326 560960 

or 

07899 868588 
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Community News and Views ~ continued 

Christmas Lights: 

Thanks to everyone who, 

despite the mizzle, 

contributed in any way to 

our very successful 

Midsummer Market on  

12 July.  Just over £900 

was raised towards the on-

going cost of maintaining 

the display that Mylor has 

been so proud of for so 

long. Hard work and 

generosity are its cornerstones and we were lucky to see plenty of 

both that morning, so thanks to one and all. 

Perhaps you’d now like to start thinking about selling, making or 

promoting something at our Table Top Sale on 4 October. 

Terry Chapman 
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Community News and Views ~ continued 

Mylor Bridge School Greenpower success: Year 6 children 

have the wonderful and exciting opportunity to take part in the 

Greenpower Goblin electric car race day at RAF St Mawgan each 

year. Over 60 cars from primary schools all over the county 

converge on the airfield and spend a day racing the cars in events 

such as the drag race, slalom and circuit. This year it was our 

school that triumphed throughout the day and were overall 

winners. 

Since the SATs in May, the 

children have been busy 

constructing the two cars 

that we own. They 

designed a suitable eco 

livery for the sides and the 

front of the cars and also 

had to undergo driver and 

pit crew training so that 

the cars were at their best 

for the race day. Parents (mostly dads) volunteered to come into 

school to help with the technical construction of the cars that have 

to be scrutinised before they are allowed to race and they must 

also be up to standard to deal with the rough surface of the airfield 

race track. Any flaw in construction is cruelly exposed on the track, 

for example when the power is on the car just stands still because 

of a broken drive belt or faulty wiring. 

Mr Martin has led the Year 6 team this year and he has been well 

supported by Mr Keefe, Mr Gulley, Mr Hewitt, Chair of Governors 

Mr Dale and also Allan Cottle and David Curnow. Mrs Curnow and 

Mrs Fenton also attended the event. Can you imagine the 

excitement when the cars make it to the start line - and that’s just 

the adults! 

The children have been magnificent in their approach to the whole 

activity and were very pleased with the overall look of the cars as 

well as their performance. Their sense of pride in what they had 

achieved as a team is clear to see in all the photographs and video 

footage we have in school. 
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Community News and Views ~ continued 

At the end of the 

whole activity, back 

in school with the 

trophies and 

experience, glowing 

with the feeling of 

what they had 

achieved, the Year 6 

children felt it would 

be good for other 

children, parents and 

teachers to share the experience. The thrill of driving the winning 

car was too much for lots of people who happily paid one pound to 

climb into the car and drive! 

Over the last three years we have received generous sponsorship 

to fund the expensive but enriching activity. Mylor Sessions, 

Elemental, Cockwells, DB Law, Bouncy Happy People, Eden, Green 

Lawns Hotel, Comfort Garage and Travis Perkins have all 

contributed and their names appear on our race team and pit crew 

overalls. If there are new sponsors 

who would like to engage in the 

future, we will be pleased to hear 

from you. The Year 5 children are 

already looking forward to their 

chance! 

We are very grateful to Greenpower 

and Vaughn Curnow who had the 

vision to engage young engineers 

and provide the opportunity to 

build such a magnificent technical 

piece of kit in school. It is one of a 

number of events that makes Year 

6 very special at Mylor Bridge 

School. 

Glen Durgan 
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Mylor Christmas Lights’ Table Top Sale 

Got something to sell? 

Do you create something you want to promote? 

Or do you want to raise funds for your favourite charity? 

Then make a date in you diary: 

Sat 4 Oct  Tremayne Hall. 

Mylor Christmas Lights’ Table Top Sale 

Community News and Views ~ continued 

Lunch Club: We are closed for August 

but restart on 9 September. 

Thereafter, we meet every Tuesday at 

the Tremayne Hall from 12 noon until 

1.30 pm. We serve delicious home-

made food – a choice of two soups 

and two desserts for £2.50 – and all 

over 60’s are welcome. 

Just come along and join 

us. You’ll be most 

welcome      Sarita Perkins 
 

Art Display: Every month we have a different display by local 

artists in the lobby of the Tremayne Hall, facing the main door. 

The July display has been a wonderful assortment of marine 

pictures by Joanna James and they will be replaced this month by 

a collection of photographs by the magazine’s staff photographer, 

Geoff Adams. If you would like to offer some of your own work for 

display in the future, please don’t hesitate to contact me on  

01326 374767 or valjj@btconnect.com.          Val Jeans-Jakobsson 
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The Trefusis Singers: “I always feel so happy when I arrive home 

after a rehearsal” said one of the choristers of The Trefusis Singers 

and that is what the choir hoped for their audience at the end of 

their concert on Saturday 12 July, in which they sang songs from 

Broadway Shows and also songs from the Two World Wars, with 

audience participation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The full capacity audience was terrific and joined in very 

enthusiastically.  One gentleman said he was moved to tears with 

the rendering of ‘Don’t Cry for Me, Argentina’ in which Pat Hobden 

and Margaretha Wiekens sang part of the song as a duet. Pat also 

sang ‘I’m Just a Girl who Can’t Say No’ from Oklahoma, complete 

with stetson and rifle, while Margaretha sang ‘Mister Snow’ from  

Carousel. The guest artist was a lovely soloist named Zara who 

sang ‘I Don’t Know How To Love Him’ and ‘Someone to Watch Over 

Me’ to much acclaim. Zara is the granddaughter of Jacky Chapman, 

who sang the solo in ‘On The Street Where You Live’. Ann Angove 

had a very humorous ‘chat with the audience’ in a very strong 

Cornish accent and her daughter Julie was the soloist in ‘Memory’ 

from Cats. This was a very varied and humorous concert under the 

choir’s Musical Director, Bridget Westlake, who was presented with 

a beautiful basket of flowers at the end of the concert. We reckon 

that people went home feeling very happy.  

Irene Gardiner 

Local Arts and Crafts  
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Local Arts and Crafts ~ continued 

Creative Writing group: We are taking a summer break during 

August and will be meeting again in the autumn; we'll include the 

dates in September's issue. The summer is an excellent time to try 

a little travel writing. If you are away on holiday, relaxing at home 

or out on the water, remember to take your notebook or journal 

with you so that you can record your impressions. If you leave it 

until you are at home again, you will forget the detail. The best 

travel writing gives readers a strong sense of the sights, sounds, 

colours and even scents of the places visited. They listen out for 

conversations and look for characters and details that catch the 

eye. So, while you are sitting in that Mediterranean cafe, walking 

around the scenic lake or touring on the open road, keep your ears 

and eyes open for the details that will stick in the memory. When 

we write about our travel experiences, we capture more than the 

camera ever can. Enjoy the summer.                             Jane Moss 
 

 

Garden Club: Our evening meetings restart on Monday 8 

September at 7.30 pm in the Ord Statter Pavilion with a talk by 

Gary Long entitled 'China: in the Footsteps of the Plant Hunters'. 

During the summer some members enjoyed a coach holiday based 

in the Midlands. We also had visits to several gardens closer to 

home. These are often only open one 

or two days in the year or by 

appointment. We particularly enjoy 

those which include tea and  home- 

made cakes.  

We also had a joint visit with the 

History Group to Cotehele House. The 

photos 

show the house and the view from 

there across the Tamar to Calstock 

Viaduct. Everyone is welcome to 

come to the meetings and can decide 

if they want to sign up to become a 

member. Why not come along? 

Maggie Farley 
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Local Arts and Crafts ~ continued 

Flower Club: “With my demonstration 

this evening, I hope I have inspired you 

to make different kinds of arrangements 

from more traditional ones” said Janet 

Chew from Lostwithiel at the end of the 

July Flower Club meeting. Her first 

arrangement depicted the First World 

War, in which she placed a cross of dried 

twisted willow into a container containing 

barbed wire. She placed deep red 

carnations and roses amongst dried fern and dried eucalyptus 

leaves and beside the arrangement, she laid a 1914 helmet, a 

Union Flag and a lighted candle. Most moving. Her second 

arrangement was a woodland scene of purple irises, yellow roses 

and cream freesias set asymmetrically. Janet then produced a 

most beautiful Grecian urn into which she placed tropical leaves 

amongst other foliage and added two large pink hydrangeas to one 

side with a deep pink flecked spray orchid and small pink spray 

carnations flowing down to the opposite side. Janet gave the 

advice of immersing the heads of hydrangeas into water for at 

least two hours for them to last longer. Her fourth arrangement 

was most unusual, being a plant pot at the base and then she had 

inserted four smaller plant pots, all sprayed blue and pink, 

ascending on a central bamboo stick at different angles (if you can 

picture this). Into each one she inserted small-headed pink/orange 

coloured roses and blue eucalyptus leaves to tone in with the pots. 

Her last arrangement was double-sided and consisted of a wooden 

steamer basket placed on its side on a large bamboo tray. She 

placed exotic tropical flowers and leaves one side and, on the 

reverse, added large green chrysanthemums including Chinese 

dragons, these being phormium leaves split and plaited to look like 

dragons. She then added a ‘stir fry’, but of fresh vegetables, into 

the arrangement.  

There will be no meeting in August. For information, please phone 

either Jean Frith on 372071 or Margaret Underwood on 312499. 

Irene Gardiner 
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THE 

LEMON ARMS 

Allan & Leane Rose 

Welcome You 

Good Food and a Friendly Atmosphere 

Large Car Park - Garden 

Mylor Bridge, Falmouth, Cornwall TR11 5NA 

01326 373666 

 

Conscious Parenting Course 

Nicky Rangecroft  - Life Coach 

Being a parent is the most important job you will ever have. 

Venue Near  Flushing, Falmouth 

For information and dates  call Nicky Rangecroft 07971520391 

Email: info@nickyrangecroft.co.uk  
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Fiona says ‘Summer’s here!’ 
How about trying one or more of our specialist 

treatments: 

Facials, Spray Tanning, Waxing, 

Manicure, Pedicure, Hypnotherapy 
Experienced therapist - established 1996 

21 Lemon Hill      01326 375476 

www.cinnabarbeauty.co.uk 

 

 

Waterings Boatyard 
Mylor Creek 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Builders of traditional craft in GRP 

Rigging and General boat repairs 
 

Sam Heard Boat Builder 
Tel: 07977 239341 

 

Email: samheardmylor@hotmail.co.uk 

Tosher 20 
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CREEKSIDE COTTAGES 

NR FALMOUTH, CORNWALL 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Situated by the wooded creeks around the Fal Estuary and Carrick 

Roads, we offer a fine collection of individual waters-edge, rural and 

village cottages sleeping from 2 – 10 persons. 

 
Whatever the time of year, there is always something hap-

pening that makes Cornwall special; perfect for family and 

friends 

 
Cottages available throughout the year: open fires, dogs welcome. 

Telephone: 01326 375972 

www.creeksidecottages.co.uk 
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TRESCOBEAS SURGERY 

MYLOR BRANCH SURGERY   

 

To register with Trescobeas simply 

Come into the Mylor branch surgery or ring    

01326 315615 – or  visit 
 

www.trescobeas-surgery.co.uk 

Mrs Ferris doing the first raffle draw Our youngest member enjoying his cake!! 

Every day we hear how pressed the NHS is. A&E, Out of Hours and the GP Surgeries are undoubtedly all 

feeling the effects of increased demand and reducing budgets. To ease this at Trescobeas we promote a 

partnership with our patients; you help us to deliver the level of service we want to provide you. 

If you have time then you could join either the Patient Group who give us the patient perspective and 

enable us to prioritise our efforts, or the Friends of Mylor Surgery. This latter group fund raise for specific 

pieces of medical equipment and through your generosity have now raised enough money to buy an INR 

blood testing machine that will enable us to do the test and give the patient the result and advice in the 

same consultation.  Many of your parishioners will use this new service and it will make a massive 

improvement to the care they get. We hope to now have this service up and running in July. 

I was recently invited to attend a coffee morning organised by the Friends.  

I am amazed by the generosity and support the surgery gets and we will undoubtedly try to match that by 

continually improving our service. As part of this we will be starting a consultation exercise in which we 

ask for your opinions. I will put an old-fashioned suggestion box with Comments slips in the Surgery 

waiting room and from that hope to get good ideas that we can take forward. We will always be 

constrained to live within the resources we have but if we can we will!!   Yorick O’Nyons Practice Manager 
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Health and Fitness ~ Rhiannon Parsons 
 

Fat v Friction 

Myth-busting Time 
 

Widely held is the belief that eating too much fat 

makes you fat. This is partly down to the huge 

advertising campaigns for this, that and the other fat-free foods. 

Eating too much fat isn’t healthy, but you need some fat. If you 

look at the Atkins Diet (highly not recommended) you will see that 

a very successful way of losing weight restricts carbohydrates and 

completely bans sugar (even fresh fruit is only allowed in small 

amounts) even though you can eat as much fatty food as you like. 

You lose weight fairly easily, but it’s a very unhealthy way of eating 

and I only refer to it as a means of convincing you that taking fat 

out of your diet isn’t the way to lose weight. 

In fact, if you cut fat out of your diet completely, the bile in your 

gall bladder is more likely to crystallise into gallstones. Ask any 

woman who’s ever had a gallstones attack how much it hurts and 

the usual response is “Worse than childbirth!” So that’s worth 

avoiding isn’t it? 

Eat a well-rounded, balanced diet, avoid alcohol whenever possible 

and get moving as much as you can and you’ll lose weight. Use 

www.nhs.uk/LiveWell/Pages/ which has loads of info and 

ideas. Or try www.myfitnesspal.com which guides you through 

losing or indeed gaining weight and has a maintain function as 

well, once you’ve reached your target weight. It also guides you as 

to how much of each food group you should eat day by day, which 

is really helpful. 

Enough of fat – to friction now. The best exercise for calorie 

burning is strength work. You don’t need to get hugely out of 

breath and send your heart rate sky high – get moving and warm 

up, but focus on muscle toning work for weight loss. The widely 

held belief that you need to work your cardio-vascular system hard 

to achieve weight loss isn’t true. Try resistance workouts instead 

and you’ll probably see better results! 

www.welcomingfitness.co.uk 

www.welcomingslimming.co.uk 
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Local gardener providing a professional service 

 

Dedicated to serving the community with a wide 

selection of fresh fruit and veg with freshly baked 

bread, pasties and pastries. Also a good range of 

wine, dairy and general groceries.  

Open seven days a week, 8am - 8 pm 
(Except Winter Sundays - 6.30 pm)                     01326 373615 

Mylor Stores  
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This picture, by 

renowned 

marine artist 

Charles Napier 

Hemy (1841-

1917) was 

recently 

acquired by 

Falmouth Art 

Gallery and is 

on show to the 

public as part 

of their 

exhibition to celebrate the return of the Tall Ships to Falmouth.   

The scene is of particular local interest, having Pendennis Castle in 

the distance and also the training ship HMS GANGES, whose shore 

base was at Mylor Dockyard. Alongside this vessel is a small 

steamship believed to be a victualling craft from Plymouth. 

The oyster dredger in the foreground has generated much 

discussion as to whether it is a local boat or not. The design would 

seem to suggest that it is more typical of an East Coast craft, as 

sailed at West Mersea in Essex. 

The picture was painted in 1886, at a time when there was 

considerable competition, and even dissent, between local and 

visiting boats. When recently auctioned, it was described as 

‘Hauling in the Nets’ but the Gallery has decided to revert to its 

original title of ‘Falmouth Natives’.  This could apply equally to the 

oystermen or their catch. 

Do the men seem familiar to you? Could they be your ancestors?  

Falmouth Art Gallery invite you to view the painting – entrance is 

free – and would be interested to hear your observations. 

Janet Mosedale 

Mylor Local History Group 

The Archive Centre in the Tremayne Hall is open during Thursday afternoons. 

Do call in and have tea with us. Maybe you have something old to show us? 

You can also find us on www.tremaynehall.org       Jill Quilliam 01326 376403 

Local History ~ Falmouth Natives 
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Photographs: Geoff Adams 
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01326 373530 
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Wildwatch ~ Dorrit Smith 

Lots of folks are here on holiday this month so 

what better thing is there to do than to do a 

rock pool safari. You need a net, possibly a 

bucket and some shoes with flexible soles that 

you don’t mind getting wet. (The shoes will 

protect from scratches by sharp barnacle 

shells.) You also need to know about the state of the tide - it is always 

safer to go rock-pooling on an outgoing tide so there is no danger of 

getting cut off. If you are an enthusiast, get yourself a good guide to 

the seashore.  

As the tide retreats, the rocky edges of our bays are exposed. They are 

lined with shallow pools containing some of the best shore life in the 

country. Prawns can be found lurking in the pools. Lots of different 

species of crabs skulk under clumps of seaweed or under rocks. Starfish 

of at least three types cling to rock faces and forests of various 

seaweeds sway in the water, providing cover for winkles and other 

molluscs as well as small fish and sea anemones. Barnacles can be seen 

firmly cemented to the rocks and limpets cling on to their places waiting 

for the tide to return when they will move off to graze on the algae. You 

can find mussels, whelks, top shells, cowries and wendle traps. There 

are fish too - pipe fish, butterfish, blennies, father lashers and hosts of 

other interesting things. Why not go out there and try? It’s free and you 

see something different every day. 

Life on the shore is a hard one for the animals and plants that live 

there. They survive a constantly changing environment. Salty water 

when the tide is in; fresh water dousing in downpours of rain; drying 

out when the tide retreats and the possibility of the baking sun in the 

middle of the day. Add that to the battering from a storm and you 

should be asking yourself if you could survive there. So, please don’t 

make it harder by crashing about. Be gentle. Lift rocks with care, 

replace them without squashing what is underneath, and always return 

what you find to the pool which is its home. Remember that you are in 

a precious place, a place crammed with things that you will find 

nowhere else in the world except for that narrow strip between tides.  

PS. Can you tell the difference between a shrimp and a prawn? 

In prawns (right) the segments of the ‘tail’ all 

overlap the segment behind. In shrimps (left) 

the sides of the second segment overlap both the 

segment in front and the one behind. 
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HELLO BLINDS 

 

BRIGHTEN THE  

WINTER BLUES 

 

 

TOP QUALITY AND STYLE  

SHUTTERS, WOODEN  

AND ALUMINIUM VENETIAN,  

ROLLER & VERTICAL BLINDS 
 

VELUX & CONSERVATORY  

SPECIALIST 
 

Phone for a free, no obligation,  

no gimmick survey 
 

01872 870687 
 

LOCAL ESTABLISHED  

FAMILY BUSINESS 

 

Louise Clearances 
Nancorras, Herniss 

Cornwall TR10 9DU 

Tel: 07779 517749 

 

FULL OR PART HOUSE/GARAGE CLEARANCES 

Household, Furniture, Bric-a-Brac, Ornaments, 

Good Quality Clothing & Footwear. 

Turn your unwanted gold or silver into CASH! 

Commission Sales considered 

Falmouth Methodist Hall, The Moor 

Thurs 14th, Fri 15th & Sat 16th August  

9am - 4pm 
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On the Water ~ Peter Stephens 
It is August and traditionally for many people that means just one 

thing: ‘Falmouth Week’. Frenetic action on the race course followed 

by social evenings and amazing spectacles in the Harbour. August 

promises to deliver even more 

racing with the unforgettable Tall 

Ships thrown in for good measure!  

Falmouth Week still goes ahead 

from the 10 August. The individual 

Clubs in the Carrick Roads with 

Helford River on the first Sunday 

host the daily races with all the 

traditional classic Carrick fleets, including the Working Boats, St 

Mawes One Designs and the classic Sunbeams, to name but a few. 

Further out in the Bay, the Catamarans, Handicap and the IRC 

fleets will be competing over bigger courses. 

In a break from tradition this year, over the following week the 

dinghy sailors have devised their own five-day programme of 

interesting and varied regatta sailing along with social events. 

Racing will take place in Carrick Roads between Falmouth and St 

Mawes. It is based at Restronguet Sailing Club and sponsored by 

Gul International and the racing will be exclusively for dinghies and 

catamarans. 

Finally, we have one of the 

truly breathtaking maritime 

spectacles. The Tall Ships 

Regatta. Without doubt it, is 

one of the biggest 

international sailing events 

ever to be held in English 

waters. With 47 training 

vessels from around the 

world berthing in Falmouth 

from 28 August before setting off in a Parade of Sail on Sunday 31 

August. It will undoubtedly be an atmospheric experience for 

anyone taking part or simply wanting to view it on and off the 

water. 
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STEPHEN ANDREW 

PAINTING & DECORATING SERVICE 

 GENERAL HANDYMAN 

 GOOD RATES 

 RELIABLE. 

 NO JOB TOO SMALL 

The Top Flat 

22, Lemon Hill, Mylor Bridge 
Tel:- 01326-375903 Mobile:- 07796590570 

FOR A FRIENDLY AND LOCAL SERVICE 
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GET THE BEST RESULTS 

from 

LEVICK AND JENKIN WINDOWS 

(High quality uPVC windows, doors, conservatories & 

porches) 

 

 

For a free, no obligation quote, contact: 

DAVID JENKIN (01326) 377582 

 Expertly fitted 

 Internally beaded 

 Fully guaranteed 

 A energy rated 

 

                      Wood burning & multi-fuel stoves installed 

  NOW is the time to have your wood-burning stove serviced & chimney swept! 

 

Help your wood-burning stove burn more efficiently. 

Book your annual maintenance and repair treatment for trouble-free warmth this winter. 

 

Problems resolved: Full service includes: 

 Birds’ nests 

 Smoky fires 

 Missing cowls 

 Leaking flues 

 Tired stoves 

 Sweeping chimney 

 Repainting stove 

 Cleaning glass 

 Replacing rope seal 

 Certificate of Annual Maintenance 

 

the stove doctors 

Call George on 07815 741240    

Email: george@thestovedoctors.com 
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MYLOR 

NEWSAGENTS 
Newspapers, Magazines 

Delivery Service 

Off-licence, cigarettes & tobacco 

National Lotto, DVD Sales 

Compost, Seeds & Coal 

Toys & Household Goods 

Plus More 

Open daily 6am - 8pm 

Sunday 6am - 6pm 

01326 372097 

 

Mylor 

Electrician 
 

Part time Electrician 

available for small jobs 

Fault finding - Repair 

 Replacement 

Emergency callout 

Landlord certificates 
 

Nathan Hume   

07910 571848 
 

nathan@nelectric.co.uk 

Care in  

your Home 
Jane Wearne 

Personal Carer 
NVQ2 Qualified 

Reliable 

Trustworthy - CRB 

References available 

Telephone 

07866 063299 
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Mel Brooks 
Plumbing and Heating 

Building maintenance 
Wood burners and solid fuel 

Fires servicing and installation 

Chimney sweeping 

All kinds of work undertaken 

 

 

Oil Boilers and AGAs 

Servicing, repairs and 

installation. 
 

Get ready for winter 

Trewardrea 

Bonython Close 

Mylor Bridge 

tel: 07803 429817 

  or 01326 619168 

 

 
  

4, 6 & 8 YARD SKIPS AVAILABLE  
FOR SCRAP AND WASTE 

SCRAP METAL DEALER & SKIP HIRE 

FULLY LICENSED WASTE TRANSFER STATION 

OPEN FOR TRADE WASTE 

01326 373345 

OPEN MON-FRI 8:00AM-5:00pm SATURDAY 8:30am-4:00Ppm 

TRANSFER STATION MON-FERI 8:00am-5:00pm SATURDAY 8:30AM-1:00pm 
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Farming Notes ~ Matthew Dale 

At the time of writing we are at the cusp of harvest.  We have had 

the fun job of clearing out the grain stores in preparation for the 

new crop. There is nothing like thick old dust from the year before 

to make you sneeze and itch. But it is great when it’s done and 

everything is clean and ready for the new crop. 

The winter barley is only a 

week from being ready to cut 

and, although it looks lovely 

and golden from across the 

valley, it is only when you look 

closer that you can see how 

much green and unripe corn 

there is. It is always a 

subjective call as to when to 

start cutting; one man might 

decide to cut when another will decide to wait a little longer. Too 

soon and there will be problems in thrashing the grain from the 

sappy stems and there will be immature grains amongst the good. 

Too long and the quality starts to slip, which is particularly 

important with malting barley - ears start to shed grains and the 

crop can get beaten down by wind and rain. 

We tend to err on the side of caution and get going as soon as 

possible. It may mean a little more gas needed to dry the grain 

but it is usually worth the extra cost just to have the grain in the 

store. We have an expensive few months, mainly the expensive 

fungicides that we use to protect the crops, in the run up to 

harvest, so getting the corn in the 

sheds and some money in the 

bank is essential.  

We also have our new Case tractor. 

It has done well on the plough and 

seed drill, it will be interesting to 

see how it measures up pulling the 

grain trailers which weigh over 16t 

when they are full.  
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REDUNDANT BUILDINGS WANTED TO PURCHASEREDUNDANT BUILDINGS WANTED TO PURCHASE  

Within 15 miles of Mylor 

We have been successfully revitalising all sorts of structures 

for 40 years through sympathetic restoration and conversion 

Ring Chris Perkins in confidence on 01326 378742 

or write/email to: 

 

 

 

 

Porloe, Mylor, Falmouth, TR11 5UD 

Email chris@porloe.com 
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More about ~ Jill Quilliam 

Now almost retired, much of Jill Quilliam’s 

spare time is spent researching her family 

on-line, photographing locations and even 

meeting previously unknown family.  

Born on the North Cornish coast, she grew 

up in Looe where her father was the vicar. 

She has happy memories of a large musical 

household overlooking the river and railway 

station. Perhaps here were sown the seeds of her lifelong love of 

music, the land, branch lines and the past. Having travelled widely 

in pursuit of her interests, Jill has actually only lived outside Corn-

wall for three years. This was when she was an organ scholar at 

Whiteland College in Putney. While it’s perhaps something of an 

understatement to describe the period as a bit of a culture shock, 

the proximity of the Royal Festival Hall was a particular pleasure.   

Moving back to East Cornwall, Jill taught music full time at school 

and piano and flute in the evening. In between she found time to 

run what became a 400 head pig-farm. This was no suburban in-

dulgence but, following in her family’s farming tradition, a properly 

run commercial concern with its attendant continual monitoring of 

the stocks’ health and development. Although hard work and with 

volatile prices affecting profit, it was fun, particularly when the 

boys helped her to earn their pocket money. It was then that Jill 

also started singing with Callington Singers, going on to become 

their Deputy Conductor. Callington Singers frequently deputise for  

cathedral choirs when choristers take their holidays and Jill is  

modest about having conducted in many magnificent venues such 

as St Paul’s, Westminster Abbey, Notre Dame and St Mark’s Venice. 

Having checked all the villages within eight miles of Truro  

Cathedral’s music, Jill decided to move to Mylor in 2004. Many 

community activities in the village, particularly the History Group, 

benefit from her cheerful energy and enthusiasm. She is happy 

here, only missing playing, but not necessarily teaching, the piano 

– and the pigs. 

Terry Chapman 
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Mylor Bridge  

01326 373713 

We have a fine selection 

of locally sourced 

Quality Meats, Free 

Range Poultry, Hand 

made Sausages, Pasties 

& Sausage Rolls. 
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Across 

1   Of Moses (6) 

4   ‘You have been weighed on the — and found 

wanting’ 

    (Daniel 5:27) (6) 

7   Where Jesus performed the first of his mi-

raculous signs (John 2:11)  (4) 

8   Roman emperor who ordered all the Jews to 

leave Rome (Acts 18:2)  (8) 

9   Member of a conservative Jewish party in the 

Sanhedrin which believed there was no resurrec-

tion  

    (Acts 23:8) (8) 

13  South London Mission (1,1,1) 

16  Sure of one’s own ability (2 Corinthians 

11:17) (4-9) 

17 ‘At this the man’s face fell. He went away —,  

because he had great wealth’ (Mark 10:22) (3) 

19  Airs used (anag.) (8) 

24  ‘The Lord is my — , I shall not be in 

want’ (Psalm 23:1) (8) 

25  ‘He has sent me to — up the broken-

hearted’ (Isaiah 61:1) (4) 

26  At or towards the rear of a ship (6) 
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Down 

1  Ridicule (Luke 18:32) (4) 

2  Encased in strapped-on light shoes (Song of Songs 7:1) 

(9) 

3  Cambridge Inter-Collegiate Christian Union (1,1,1,1,1) 

4  ‘Father, give me my — of your estate’ (Luke 15:12) (5) 

5  Assistant (4) 

6  On a par (John 5:18) (5) 

10 Credo (anag.) (5) 

11 Beaten with a rod (5) 

12 The fourth of Job’s ‘comforters’, who deferred making 

his contribution because of his junior status 

   (Job 32:6) (5) 

13 Chosen as a temple attendant, he was described by 

Ezra as ‘a capable man’ (Ezra 8:18) (9) 

14 ‘Do not store up for yourselves treasures on earth, 

where — and rust destroy’ (Matthew 6:19) (4) 

15 Employs (4) 

18 Associated with penitence for sins, along with sack-

cloth (Matthew 11:21) (5) 

20 Association of South-East Asian Nations (1,1,1,1,1) 

21 Sub-continent to which Baptist missionary pioneer 

William Carey devoted his life (5) 

22 Recess at east end of a church (4) 

23 One of the nine sons of Beriah (1 Chronicles 8:15) (4) 
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New Neighbours? If somebody has moved in near you recently, 

how about dropping a copy of the magazine through their 

letterbox by way of an introduction and welcome to the village? 
 

New Ideas? If you have an idea that you think might be of 

general interest, why not submit it. Don’t be shy. If you’re not 

sure how to go about it, contact us and we can help you put your 

idea into print and share it with the rest of the community. 

Contributions can be made in text, Microsoft Word, rich text files 

(rtf) or jpg attachments—or even on paper ! 

 

All Contributions and Advertising to:  
mylormagazine@hotmail.co.uk or 01326 374767 

 

Available from: Mylor Stores, Newsagent, Post Office,  
St Mylor Church, All Saints Church, the Methodist Chapel,  
Lemon Arms, Hair Design and Cafe Mylor at the harbour. 

 

Also available online in full colour at:  
www.tremaynehall.org then click on ‘magazine’ in menu 

Printing and Binding: Leaflet Express (see advert on p39) 
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Crossword 

Solution 

 

Not our usual cartoon, but the one that Richard did 

to promote this recent event, with many thanks. 
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